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Note 
This document describes how the prototype design for the National Geologic Map Data-

base project (NGMDB; http://ngmdb.usgs.gov) organizes feature classes (i.e. the spatial data) 
and associates descriptive information with the spatial objects. The standard NGMDB tables are 
described in a separate document (Richard et al., 2004).  

Introduction 
The design presented here as an ESRI data model is the prototype design developed for the 

National Geologic Map Database project (NGMDB; http://ngmdb.usgs.gov). The NGMDB is a 
Congressionally-mandated project led by the USGS and the state geological surveys (represented 
by the Association of American State Geologists, or AASG). The standard NGMDB design will 
allow for user customization of the data schema for an extremely general knowledge representa-
tion, as well as detailed feature-level metadata (Richard et al., 2004).  

A widely applicable geoscience database implementation must be adaptable to evolving da-
ta requirements. This assertion is based on our evaluation of the evolution of implementations 
that stemmed in part from the USGS/AASG/GSC data model working group 
(http://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Info/standards/datamodel/datamodelWG.html) that produced the Johnson 
et al. (1998) model version 4.3, and that working group’s successor, the North American Data 
Model Steering Committee (“NADM”; see http://nadm-geo.org for data model examples listed 
under “Data Model Design Team”). In order to provide the flexibility and expressiveness re-
quired for a widely applicable geoscience information system, the NGMDB project has imple-
mented a relatively abstract logical model that allows different users to configure the data struc-
ture to include entities and properties appropriate for their requirements. The underlying goal of 
this approach is to specify the semantics of the data using schema tables that are part of the data-
base.  

The implementations of the NGMDB prototype design will be supported by a robust set of 
science terminologies developed by the NADM and by the NGMDB, and by a data-entry and da-
ta-management software interface (the “data-entry tool” referred to below). Some example voca-
bulary from the terminology under development are included in the accompanying demonstra-
tion data set. We invite your comments – please respond to Steve Richard, Dave Soller, and Jon 
Craigue at ngmdb3@flagmail.wr.usgs.gov 

Implementation framework 
The implementation builds on previous NGMDB prototype designs (Soller et al., 2002; 

Brodaric and Hastings, 2001, 2002), Arizona Geological Survey (AZGS) designs documented in 
Richard (2003) and Richard and Orr (2001), and the Canadian Cordlink 5.2 design (Brodaric et 
al, 1999). The design has been influenced by the Ontology Web Language (OWL), analysis of 
the data structure used by the LegendBurster tool (http://www.georeferenceonline.com/Legend-
Burster/), and various models proposed as part of the International Organization for Standardiza-
tion Geographic Information/Geomatics project (ISO TC211, http://www.isotc211.org/), espe-
cially the Geography Markup Language (GML, Cox et al., 2004) and Exploration and Mining 
Markup Language (XMML, https://www.seegrid.csiro.au/twiki/bin/view/Xmml/WebHome). 
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The NGMDB implementation is based on the NADM C1 conceptual model (NADMSC, 
2004), and revolves around three logical elements—Vocabularies, Description Schema, and Data 
Instance (Figure 1). Vocabularies are collections of terms and text definitions; analogous to 
GML Dictionary and Definitions (Cox et al., 2004). A Vocabulary constitutes an enumeration of 
named things thought to exist in a domain or of possible values for properties. A Vocabulary also 
may include relationships between the represented concepts (terms), in particular a 'kind of' or 
subsumption hierarchy where appropriate. A mature vocabulary also might include thesaurus 
type relationships, to allow users to map terms between different vocabularies, and to search for 
similar or related terms within a vocabulary. The Description Schema is an explicit representa-
tion of the implemented data model that is part of a dataset; analogous to an XML schema con-
tained in a .xsd document. The Description Schema represents the data model, including kinds of 
objects, their properties, relationships between objects, and rules that determine valid database 
conditions. Data Instances are valid descriptions based on the Description Schema, each of 
which specifies attribute values for some entity of interest. See Richard et al. (2004) for a com-
plete description of the thematic tables implemented as geodatabase object class.  

Geoscience entities of interest 
As a preliminary to defining feature datasets and feature classes in an ESRI geodatabase, 

this section enumerates the geologic entities of interest and the spatial relationships between 
them. The term entity is used here to denote phenomena of interest observed in the ‘real world’, 
as opposed to features, which are the database objects implemented to represent our understand-
ing of those phenomena. A feature in ESRI® geodatabase usage is explicitly required to have a 
geometry property that specifies a location and shape. This discussion uses terminology and ba-
sic definitions from the NADM C1 model (NADMSC, 2004).  

Figure 1. Logical framework 
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Geologists are concerned with the three dimensional arrangement of material within the 
Earth. The entities of interest are bodies of material (geologic units) and surfaces that bound or 
cut them (geologic surfaces). The 2-D map view that is the framework for a GIS represents the 
geometry of the intersection of these entities with some map horizon—typically the Earth’s sur-
face, but possibly some abstract surface like a mine-level, cross section surface, or some buried 
surface (e.g. top of Precambrian rock). The basic features that may be implemented in a 2 (or 
2.5)-D GIS are points, lines, and polygons. Points represent the intersection of a line with the 
map horizon (e.g. a borehole collar), or an observation location on the map horizon (a station). 
Lines represent the intersection of a surface with the map horizon (surface trace), the projection 
of some buried line beneath the map horizon (e.g. the cutoff of a contact at a fault, an inclined 
borehole, a channel axis), or a line defined within the map horizon (e.g. sand dune crest, geo-
morphic escarpment). Polygons represent the intersection of bodies with the map horizon (i.e. the 
outcrop of geologic units), or they represent patches defined on the map horizon, the projection 
of patches on a surface other than the map horizon into the map plane, or the projection of 3-D 
bodies that do not intersect the map horizon into the map plane. 

The following discussion elaborates on this basic framework to define the entities of inter-
est that need to be mapped into feature classes, feature datasets, and topology rules in an ESRI® 
geodatabase implementation. 
• Genetic boundary surface. Boundaries of geologic units related to the genesis of the unit. 

Includes depositional contacts, facies changes (in igneous, sedimentary or metamorphic 
rocks…), and intrusive contacts. Genetic boundaries are surfaces that are either truncated by 
other younger genetic boundary surfaces, by faults, or by the Earth surface. The identity of a 
genetic boundary surface is associated with the identity of one of the geologic units juxta-
posed at the surface, for example ‘base of Escabrosa Limestone’, ‘boundary of fine-grained 
facies of Oracle granite’, ‘top of Cambrian strata’. 

• Fault. A surface across which there has been shear displacement significant at the scale of 
observation. Fault surfaces are truncated by younger genetic boundary surfaces, other faults, 
or by the Earth surface. Fault surfaces may also end because fault displacement may decrease 
to the point that the fault is no longer identifiable/mappable. Identity of a fault surface is de-
fined by physical continuity at the time the fault is active. Inactive faults that are truncated by 
younger faults may have segments defined by continuity between truncating faults; these are  
correlated with other segments based on interpretation of movement history (timing, direc-
tion, and magnitude of displacement). Active faults may have discrete segments, separated 
by recognizable boundaries, which tend to rupture independently. Groups of faults may be 
interpreted to operate together as a fault system considered to be a single tectonic entity.  

• Fold hinge surface. A surface defined as the locus of points that occupy the hinge of a single 
fold structure; the surface itself does not necessarily have a material manifestation, but is lo-
catable. Fold hinge surfaces are truncated at younger genetic boundary surfaces, faults, or the 
Earth surface, or may terminate where a fold loses definition. Identity is defined by physical 
continuity of the hinge surface at the time of fold formation. 

• Geologic unit. An identifiable part of the earth based on some geologic criteria. Typically a 
body of material (rock or nonconsolidated). Identity criteria are variable; ideally defined by 
lithologic properties, but may be defined by identity of bounding surfaces, or interpreted 
properties like age, depositional environment, alteration history, or P-T conditions. Geologic 
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units are bounded by genetic boundary surfaces, by faults, or by the Earth surface. They are 
grouped in various part-hierarchies used at different levels of generalization (e.g. member, 
formation, group, supergroup). 

• Dike. A geologic unit of igneous origin that is very thin relative to its lateral extent. This ge-
neralized definition does not consider relationship to layering of host rock or orientation of 
body because dikes and sills are depicted the same way on maps. In detail a dike has two ge-
netic boundary surfaces (one on each side), but in general dikes are considered as a surface-
like entity. Identity of an individual dike is defined by physical continuity at time of forma-
tion, but groups of dikes are typically classified as a unit based on lithology and interpreta-
tion of a single magmatic source. Dikes are truncated at genetic boundaries, faults, or the 
Earth surface, or may simply end where the intruded crack ends. 

• Vein. Similar to dike, but groups of veins are classified into units based on lithology and in-
terpreted relationship to hydrothermal events. 

• Escarpment. Abrupt change of slope (from more gentle to very steep) on the Earth surface 
(exposed or buried), related to erosional or tectonic processes. Fault scarps are coincident 
with a fault. Identity based on physical continuity. Scarps are classified based on interpreted 
history. 

• Fissure. A crack in the earth’s surface, generally with dilatational deformation. Fissures may 
be: 1) intrabasinal in active sedimentary basins, related to desiccation, ground water with-
drawal, or compaction, 2) surface collapse due to subsurface dissolution (evaporite or karst), 
or 3) related to slope failure.  

• Borehole. A human-engineered hole drilled into the earth to obtain subsurface resources or 
information. Has an associated point (collar) from which the hole was drilled, typically the 
Earth surface, but may be a subsurface point from an underground mine or other working. 
Multiple boreholes may be associated with a single collar location. Identity of a bore hole is 
defined by a single ‘drilling event’. Boreholes may be reentered to drill deeper or to produce 
a new borehole (sidetrack). 

• Station. A point location at which data or samples were acquired. Identity defined by ob-
server who locates the station. Stations are not necessarily associated with any particular 
identifying phenomenon. It is simply where the geologist stopped to measure bedding, record 
some observations, or perhaps take a picture. A station has a 3-D location that may be inhe-
rent in its association with a map horizon (e.g. X,Y coordinated on Earth surface), or bore-
hole (location reported by depth below collar), or explicitly recorded as an XYZ coordinate 
(a location in an underground mine). 

Geodatabase Feature classes 

GIS Feature Classes 
Table 1 summarizes ESRI geodatabase feature classes used to specify location in the 

NGMDB implementation. All spatial data tables include fields to specify a default text label and 
symbol to use in map displays if no other symbolization is specified. This is to simplify the rapid 
display of spatial data. OutcropBoundaryTrace and GeologicUnitOutcrop are line and polygon 
feature classes whose locations represent observable geologic phenomena in or on the Earth. Sta-
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tion is a point feature class that specifies a location at which observations were made, and does 
not (inherently) represent the location of some phenomena. The term observation is used in the 
sense of GML Observation and Measurement (Cox et al., 2004). These feature classes are orga-
nized according to their semantics, associated properties, and implementation issues for using to-
pology rules in the ESRI geodatabase environment. 

Table 1. Location specification tables. 

Table Description 

OutcropBoundaryTrace Line features that represent the intersection of geologic surface that bounds 
mapped rock bodies with the depicted map horizon. Subtypes include fault and 
geneticBoundary. These traces may bound GeologicUnitOutcrop polygons. 

DikeVeinMarkerTrace Line features that represent the intersection of a dike, vein, or marker bed with 
the depicted map horizon; subtypes differentiate these cases. 

HingeSurfaceTrace Line features that represent the intersection of the hinge surface of a fold with 
the depicted map horizon. 

EarthFissureTrace Line feature that represents a fissure in the depicted map horizon. 

ConcealedBoundaryTrace Line feature that represents the trace of a geologic surface in a map horizon 
different from the depicted map horizon. Subtypes include concealed faults 
and genetic boundaries, and structure contours.  

GeologicUnitOutcrop Polygons representing the intersection of a geologic unit with the map horizon. 

Station Point location at which one or more observations are made, or samples are col-
lected. 

BoreholeCollar Point location at which a borehole section intersects a map horizon (typically 
the Earth surface). 

Surface traces 
Surface traces are the lines in a GIS that represent intersection of 3-D surfaces with a map 

horizon. Thus a surface trace always has an explicitly or implicitly defining map horizon, and a 
classifier that specifies the kind of surface that intersects the map horizon to form the trace. The 
surface trace has associated location uncertainty related to how discretely the mapped surface 
may be located (e.g. sharp or gradational contact), how precisely the location can be determined 
(good or poor exposure), and how accurately that location can be specified in map coordinates. 

Surface traces that are in the depicted map horizon  
A geologic map is assumed to portray the surface traces and outcrops on some particular 

map horizon. The depicted map horizon may be different in different parts of the map. For ex-
ample the current Earth surface may be the map horizon except in the area of a large mine, where 
the pre-mining surface may be depicted. 
• OutcropBoundaryTrace. This feature class contains surface traces that participate in topo-

logic rules between polygons and the geologic surface traces that bound them. Subtypes iden-
tify two broad categories: 
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o GeneticSurfaceTrace. Represents intersection of genetic boundary surface with a map 
horizon. Classifier term property identifies different kinds of geologic body bounda-
ries (intrusive contact, depositional contact, facies boundary, etc.) using terms from a 
controlled vocabulary (See Vocabulary tables, above). Topologic constraints: no dan-
gles—must connect to other genetic contacts or to faults. No self intersection, may 
self connect (to form closed loop). Has Z—determined by elevations on map horizon. 
GeneticSurfaceTrace may not intersect FaultTrace or GeneticSurfaceTrace (one or 
the other must be younger, and break the older surface trace). GeneticSurfaceTrace 
may not intersect VeinTrace or DikeTrace (one or the other must be younger, and 
break the older surface trace), but may be covered by DikeTrace or VeinTrace where 
the dike or vein is intruded along the contact. Genetic contacts must be covered by the 
boundary of a geologic unit polygon. 

o FaultTrace. Represents intersection of a fault surface with a map horizon. Classifier 
term property identifies different kinds of faults (thrust fault, normal fault, strike slip 
fault, detachment fault, etc.) using terms from the science language vocabulary. To-
pologic constraints: dangles allowed, no self intersection, may self connect (to form 
closed loop – e.g. window through flat fault). FaultTrace may not intersect FaultTrace 
or GeneticSurfaceTrace (one or the other must be younger, and break the older sur-
face trace). FaultTrace may not intersect VeinTrace or DikeTrace (one or the other 
must be younger, and break the older surface trace), but may be covered by Dike-
Trace or VeinTrace where the dike or vein is intruded along the fault. Has Z—
determined by elevations on map horizon. Faults may cover the boundaries of outcrop 
polygons. 

• DikeVeinMarkerTrace. Represents intersection of a dike, vein, or marker bed, considered 
as a surface, with a map horizon. Concealed traces are depicted using the same feature class. 
Subtypes differentiate dike trace, vein trace, and marker trace. Same rules as FaultTrace. 

• HingeSurfaceTrace. Represents intersection of a fold hinge surface with a map horizon. 
Concealed traces are depicted using the same feature class. Topological constraints: dangles 
allowed, must not self intersect, may self connect (trace of recumbent fold on steep terrain). 
May intersect GeneticSurfaceTrace, FaultTrace, DikeTrace, VeinTrace (where the surface 
represented by the trace is folded).  

• EarthFissureTrace. Represents intersection of a fissure with the map horizon. Must not self 
intersect. 

Surface traces not in the depicted map horizon 
• ConcealedBoundaryTrace.  

o Concealed GeneticSurfaceTrace. Dotted contacts on geologic maps are used in dif-
ferent ways: 

 To represent the trace of a genetic boundary surface on a buried map horizon 
(e.g. top of bedrock beneath Quaternary cover).  

 To connect GeneticSurfaceTraces of surfaces that have been intruded by igne-
ous rocks, and thus have no associated map horizon—they are purely to indi-
cate inferred pre-intrusion continuity of some surface.  
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 To show genetic boundaries on a pre-existing but related map horizon, for ex-
ample the location of an active river channel based on several generations of 
air photos. 

In either case the topology rules are similar: may not self intersect, no dangles. Con-
cealed GeneticSurfaceTraces are not required to be covered by the boundary of a 
GeologicUnitOutcrop—they do not participate in geologic unit polygon topology on 
the map horizon depicted. Concealed GeneticSurfaceTraces may intersect other Ge-
neticSurfaceTraces (e.g. boundaries of mapped covering geologic unit outcrops), but 
may not intersect FaultTrace, DikeTrace, VeinTrace or Concealed GeneticSurface-
Trace, Concealed FaultTrace, Concealed DikeTrace or Concealed VeinTrace. 

o Concealed FaultTrace. Trace of a buried fault or connection of intruded fault (see 
Concealed GeneticSurfaceTrace, above). Rules same as for FaultTrace, except Con-
cealed FaultTrace may intersect GeneticSurfaceTrace. 

o StructureContour. StructureContour represents the trace of a geologic surface on a 
horizontal surface of some given elevation. This is essentially an abstract map hori-
zon, and the StructureContour is a surface trace on that horizontal map horizon. Thus, 
structure contours may be modeled as concealed surface traces with the contour ele-
vation identified by the map horizon property of the trace. Structure contour maps 
contrast with other geologic maps in that they do not portray a single map horizon, 
but rather display surface traces from a collection of map horizons in a single portray-
al. Topology rules: must not self intersect. 

Routes 
Collections of surface traces classified to belong to a single ‘broader’ classification entity. 

The individual surface trace instances in the SurfaceTrace feature classes are differentiated based 
on their classification (depositional contact, thrust fault, intrusive contact, facies boundary…), 
and observation-related properties (classification confidence, location confidence, observer, de-
piction scale, observation method…). These may be considered together to represent the trace of 
some geologic entity. 
• Fault routes. Fault arcs (individual surface trace instances) may be aggregated to form fault 

segments or faults, and these may be further aggregated into fault systems of different scales. 
Fault segments are outcrop traces of fault surfaces bounded by their intersection with other 
fault surfaces or genetic contact surfaces. Faults are aggregations of fault segments, fault sys-
tems are aggregations of faults. Topology rules (using fault as example): segments must be 
covered by surface trace instances, faults must be covered by fault segments, fault system 
must be covered by faults. In this context ‘covered’ means that there must one or more coin-
cident data instances in the covering feature class that together completely match the covered 
class. For  Fault segments may not intersect or overlap. No self intersections. 

• Fold routes. Similar to fault route, individual folds, fold systems (anticlinorium, synclino-
rium…) 

• Contact route. Similar to fault route— represents outcrop of a particular geologic boundary 
surface. 
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Outcrop 
Outcrop is used here in the very specific sense of the intersection between a geologic unit 

and a map horizon, whether or not the geologic unit is exposed on that horizon. The term expo-
sure is used to refer to places where the geologic unit is visible on the map horizon. Outcrops are 
represented by polygons in the GIS. An outcrop always has an explicit or implicit defining map 
horizon, and a classifier that specifies the geologic unit that intersects the map horizon to form 
the outcrop. 
• GeologicUnitOutcrop. Polygon that represents the outcrop of a geologic unit. Topology 

rules: boundary must be covered by GeneticSurfaceTrace or by FaultTrace on same map ho-
rizon. Must not overlap other GeologicUnitOutcrop on same map horizon. Must not have 
gaps (map horizon must be covered over the extent of the map). Subtypes: 

o PrincipalUnitOutcrop. Outcrops of units of principal interest. 
o SuperimposedUnitOutcrop. Polygon representing outcrop of a geologic unit supe-

rimposed on the principal mapped units, for example alteration zones, zones of crush-
ing, metamorphic zones. These outcrops are on the same map horizon as the asso-
ciated principalUnitOutcrop. Overlaps between these intersections of contacts must 
be treated as topology rule exceptions. If there are a sufficient number of superim-
posed unit outcrop polygons, a new GeologicUnit FeatureDataset should be created 
with its own lines, polys and topology rules. 

Geomorphic features 
• GeomorphicFeatureTrace. Lines representing the trace of a linear feature defined by the 

morphology of the map horizon surface. Subtypes identify various kinds with different to-
pology rules and associated classifier/symbol domains. 

o Escarpment. Line representing the uphill edge of a geomorphic escarpment; line 
physically resides in a map horizon (e.g. Earth surface, top of bedrock). Topology 
rules: must not self intersect. 

o FaultScarp. Line representing the uphill edge of a fault scarp. Topology rules: must 
be covered by FaultTrace or Concealed FaultTrace. 

o Lineament. Line representing a geomorphically expressed lineament of uncertain na-
ture. 

Point features 
• Station. Point represents an observation location. Has related structural measurements, text 

notes, images, samples… 
• BoreholeCollar. Point represents collar location from which a borehole was drilled. General-

ly is intersection of borehole with the Earth surface. Has one or more associated borehole ob-
ject(s), which are not  geodatabase feature classes.  

Annotation 
These are locations in a map view used to position graphical elements for cartographic dis-

play. The location of the symbol is related to some geologic feature, but its actual positioning is 
based on cartographic consideration. In the ArcMap v.9 implementation, annotation that is a text 
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string used to provide supplemental information for spatial objects (point, line, polygon) is best 
represented using feature-linked annotation feature classes that are built into the Geodatabase. 
For symbols that are located by points, and identified by a symbol identifier (CartoObjID), the 
implementation includes a PointAnnotationFeature class. This is subtyped for different kinds of 
annotation based on relationships to other feature classes. 
• MapAnnotationPointAnno. Text label indicates dip or plunge value of linked StrikeDip 

symbol, fault dip symbol, contact dip symbol, or hinge surface orientation symbol. ESRI an-
notation feature class, related to MapAnnotationPoint features. 

• GeologicUnitOutcropAnno. Text label annotation. Text string, value is linked to label field 
in GeologicUnitOutcrop. ESRI annotation feature class. 

• MapAnnotationPoint 
o StrikeDipPoint. Point feature that positions symbols representing orientation mea-

surements not associated with a surface trace (may cover a Station feature). Has asso-
ciated structural observation data (not a geodatabase feature class). StructureObserva-
tion instances are located by association with a station; this is a one (station) to many 
(observations) association, and the station may have many other related data objects 
(samples, images, text notes, physical property measurements). Positioning of the 
symbol on the map is dictated by cartographic considerations in addition to the actual 
location at which the measurement was made. Symbol rotates according to value in 
azimuth field, and has dip or plunge value text label from the label field in the asso-
ciated structural observation. In the database the symbol information is maintained 
separately from the location of the station data. Has linked dip (or plunge) label text. 
See the cluster of three measurements made in the Xp (Pinal Schist) unit in the demo 
data map. When the structure data are displayed as an event theme on the Structu-
reObservation table, the symbols are on top of each other. The StructureObservation 
events were exported to a shape file, then loaded into the MapAnnotationPoint feature 
class, and the point locations adjusted so that all three symbols are discernible on the 
map. 

o FaultDisplacementPoint. Points that position displacement symbols along a fault 
trace according to cartographic considerations. Examples of symbols located by these 
points include bar and ball symbol, right and left arrows, or ‘U’ and ‘D’  used to indi-
cate slip or separation on a fault. These should move with fault trace if its geometry is 
edited, and rotation of symbol is dictated by local trend of fault trace.  

o SurfaceOrientationPoint. Points that position orientation symbols along a geologic 
surface trace, for which symbol is oriented perpendicular to surface trace at the point 
location. Dip arrows show orientation of a geologic surface, location of point is dic-
tated by observation location and cartographic considerations. Linked to surface trace, 
should move if geometry of trace is modified. Rotation of symbol is determined by 
trend of surface trace at point location. Has linked dip label text. 

o SurfaceTraceLinkedStrikeDipPoint. Points that position orientation symbols along 
a geologic surface trace, for which symbol is oriented according to a StructureObser-
vation associated with the surface (not the local trend of the surface trace). The orien-
tation of a gently dipping geologic surface may be annotated by an arrow for which 
the azimuth of the arrow is determined by strike measurement on the surface (from a 
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o FoldGeometryPoint. Points that locate symbols placed along a hinge surface trace to 
indicate the geometry of the fold—syncline, anticline, overturned syncline, etc. Loca-
tion determined by cartographic considerations. Should move with the surface trace if 
it is edited. Topology rule: must be covered by HingeSurfaceTrace. 

Outstanding issues 
Major implementation questions that must be addressed in developing a multiple map data-

base, of the sort envisioned for a geological survey enterprise archive, include: 
• how to implement multiple-scale representation. At different levels of generaliza-

tion, a single geologic entity may be represented by different geometry. Topology 
rules must be applied to features that represent the same resolution. 

• how to account for multiple map horizons (e.g. Earth surface, bedrock surface, top 
Precambrian…) 

• how to account for different geologic perspectives that have related but loosely 
coupled geometric and topologic relationships. For example, geologic units on an 
alteration map may overlap some protolith geologic units and faults that cut them, 
while being cut by post-alteration structures and overlapped by post alteration geo-
logic units that would share geometry with the stratigraphic geologic unit map. 

One approach that we are experimenting with would group features into different feature 
datasets to represent different map horizons or resolution (generalization). Related, but 
loosely coupled  geologic features like alteration map units would be represented using 
subtypes of the GeologicUnitOutcrop polygons, perhaps with a separate set of topologic 
rules from the principal unit outcrop boundary traces and outcrop polygons. 
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Appendix 

ESRI Implementation notes 
Domains are imported from tables generated by query from ScienceLanguage, and are ex-

ported as XML using ESRI Geodatabase Designer 2 extension (available free from ArcScripts 
site) to facilitate moving domains between databases. For tables that may change as data are en-
tered/updated (e.g. GeologicUnit, Tracking), the geodatabase tool ‘Build Domain from Table’ 
may be used to synchronized the geodatabase lookup domain with the current contents of the ta-
ble. 

A NGMDB Class extension is available (NGMDBClassExtension.dll) to automatically 
generate unique primary key GUID strings when data are added. The extension also populates 
the NGMDB maintenance fields if they are present. To use the class extension, the dll must be 
registered with the operating system (MS Windows only), the class extension must be registered 
in the proper ESRI component category, and the extensions identifying GUID must be in the 
EXTCLSID field in the GDB_ObjectClasses table in the geodatabase.  

The class extension is distributed in a zip archive (NGMDBClassExtension3.zip) that con-
tains the dll, visual basic source code, a readme, a registry entry (.reg) file, and a batch file to in-
stall the dll (InstallForArcGIS9.bat). The recommended procedure is to create a NDMDBClas-
sExtension directory in the ArcGIS directory in the root drive for your system, unzip the archive 
contents to this directory, and run the batch file (.bat extension) by double-clicking it. If the class 
extension is not properly installed, an error message with something about ‘not able to create 
COM object’ will appear if you try to load data from a geodatabase class (feature or object) that 
is associated with the class extension. If the extension won’t install, you can open the geodata-
base in MS Access, and clear the value from the EXTCLSID field for the object and feature 
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classes you want to load. Everything will work fine, but you won’t be able to add data. The 
GUID for the current class extension is {7CD59A18-D59B-41A2-A4A8-93F6B5647653}. 

To enable a database for use with the NGMDB data entry tool, NGMDB maintenance 
fields must be present in all tables, the NGMDB system tables (SystemInformation, SystemRe-
pository, SystemDeleteLog, SystemUser) must be present in the database, and the schema tables 
must be added (see Richard et al., 2004). NGMDB maintenance fields include SysGUID (prima-
ry key), SysCreated, SysCreatedBy, SysUpdated, SysUpdatedBy, SysEditCount, SysOwningRe-
positoryGUID, SysStatus, and IsLocked. The most effective way to start a new database is with a 
working NGMDB template, and using the ArcCatalog data loader to populate the starting data. 
The NGMDB-implementation-specific fields and tables are not required for general geoscience 
functionality. 

Functionality in NGMDB implementation  
Property values are generally length 36 strings; in NGMDB applications, these are popu-

lated by GUIDs represented as formatted strings. Domains built into the demonstration data in-
clude sample vocabulary from NGMDB vocabularies in development. Use of the provided do-
mains will populate tables with string GUID identifiers for terms in linked tables.  

The NGMDB implementation is designed to provide a general purpose geoscience map-
ping solution that has these characteristics: 
• Geologic units may be composed of materials identified in the standard lithology vocabulary, 
• Geologic unit descriptions may be associated with stations or outcrops, 
• Stations have associated samples, structure observations, documents (raster images, text files, 

spreadsheets, vector drawings, etc.), and text notes. Correlation table (SimpleRelationship) 
allows many to many association between documents and Stations. This allows for inclusion 
of field data, 

• Geologic age is specified with upper and lower  numeric bounds, and a free text named chro-
nostratigraphic unit.  Numeric age bounds are assumed to be Ma (millions of years before 
present). For example a GeologicAge instance might specify: {lowerBound 120, upperbound 
80, Name ‘Cretaceous’, Event ‘Deposition’}, 

• Standard Lithology and Science Language vocabularies included. These are built into do-
mains in the geodatabase to make the ArcMap interface workable.  

• MapAnnotationPoint feature class for recording location of point-located symbols in map vi-
sualizations. Strike and dip-type structure data may be displayed as an event theme from 
StructureObservation, or data for display may be exported to this feature class to allow sym-
bol locations to be changed for cartographic purposes, and  

• FaultRoute, FoldRoute, GeneticBoundaryRoute feature classes for aggregated surface trace 
segments that represent the outcrop trace of geologic surfaces and systems of surfaces.  For 
example, individual FaultTrace instances may be aggregated into fault segments, fault seg-
ments into faults, and faults into fault systems. 

• Data schema tables allow customization of schema using base tables and attribute relation-
ships, 
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• BoreholeCollar (point feature class), Borehole, SectionInterval, SectionIntercept; Tables for 
recording information related to boreholes, 

• SectionInterval has associated Geologic Unit description, sample, text notes, documents, 
structure observation, 

• Multiple classification of mapped occurrences using ObservationRelationship subtypes, 
• Full representation of geologic time scale, and geologic ages as ranges, multiple possible 

values, and multiple ages, 
• Geologic units may have parts that are other geologic unit instances (as well as composition 

from standard lithology vocabulary), 
• Geologic unit hierarchy(ies) using fractional part relationship, 
• OriginTrackingSysGUID field in all tables as foreign key to Tracking table. Tracking table 

identifies person, organization, project responsible for an activity using a free text field, 
• Citation table added to allow links to published data sources from Tracking records, 
• Attribute relationship. Multiple valued attributes, observation-related metadata (confidence, 

basis, frequency, intensity, source). Geologic unit description and Earth Material description 
base tables have relatively small collection of physical fields in the table to allow for multi-
valued properties via attribute relationship links, 

• ClassSymbol, CartographicObject table records association between classifiers (vocabulary 
terms for structure types or map units) and symbols to record symbolization. The Cartogra-
phicObject table is meant to be an implementation-independent specification of symbols 
identified using integers, 

• Activity, Person, Organization, Project, PersonOrganization for structured documentation of 
actors in data entry and updating,  

• General semantic relationships between data objects (lineation in foliation, pluton intrudes 
fault). Schema tables define implemented relationships, 

• MapLegend, MapView, OccurrenceSymbol, and PortrayalAggregation for recording multiple 
map visualizations, 

• Full geologic structure description: Fault slip and separation; other detailed structure descrip-
tions (e.g. fold properties) require schema customization. Structure descriptions may relate to 
route features, 

• Description of mineral composition of earth materials, 
• StandardMineral vocabulary, 
• Lithology instances (EarthMaterial description) as geologic unit composition part, 
• Traverse, Flight line as observation sections, 
• AreaOfInterest and SectionTrace feature classes as ObservationLocations. SectionTrace is 

used to represent the projection of Borehole, Traverse, and Flight line into the map horizon, 
and 

• Paleontology sample tracking tables. 
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